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The problem of “Overtourism:” social costs of tourism rising faster 

than social benefits, absent management mechanisms for former
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“Charting a New Course For Hawaii Tourism” UHERO report with UH 

Professor Emeritus James Mak and Frank Haas; my personal take

1. Why export tourism?  Maximize social welfare (net benefits)—policy in the public interest

(i.e. “visitor satisfaction” is a means to an end, the objective is resident satisfaction)

2. Tourism governance missing—overarching assignment of policy responsibility, perhaps 

“cabinet” authority—(1919 Territory had Dept. of Agriculture; 2019 no Dept. of Tourism)

3. Tourism management—not merely an agency assignment but a coordination goal (i.e.

DOT airports, DLNR natural capital, DOH contagion; DBEDT miscellaneous agencies)

4. Social benefits:  real tourism export receipts (visitor expenditure) (risk-adjusted returns?)

5. Social costs:  congestion, natural resource/environmental degradation, cultural dilution

6. Economic principle:  pricing to ration access may achieve difficult-to-measure objectives

7. Collective destination marketing:  overcome coordination failure across heterogeneous 

stakeholders—historically inadequate funding, ill-focused efforts have not paid off

8. Leverage technology to virtually augment tourism exports; support tourism R&D in cash 

and in kind (public goods production); acquire metadata (home-sharing, ride-sharing, etc.)

Source: These notes represent the presentation author’s views, see James Mak, Frank Haas, Paul Brewbaker (February 14, 2019) “Charting a New Course for Hawaii Tourism,” UHERO Brief 

(https://www.uhero.hawaii.edu/assets/ChartingANewCourseForHawaiiTourism.pdf)

https://www.uhero.hawaii.edu/assets/ChartingANewCourseForHawaiiTourism.pdf
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Since 1989, Hawaii total visitor arrivals have grown, but real tourism 

receipts have not:  “more visitors, not more dollars” (for thirty years)  

$18.0 bil $17.8 bil

Sources: Hawaii Visitors Bureau, Hawaii Tourism Authority, Hawaii DBEDT (http://files.hawaii.gov/dbedt/economic/databook/Data_Book_time_series/sec07update.xls Table 7.28, 

http://files.hawaii.gov/dbedt/visitor/tourism/2018/Dec18.xls), Bank of Hawaii (author’s records), and U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (https://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/surveymost?r9); all calculations by TZ Economics. 

http://files.hawaii.gov/dbedt/economic/databook/Data_Book_time_series/sec07update.xls
http://files.hawaii.gov/dbedt/visitor/tourism/2018/Dec18.xls
https://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/surveymost?r9
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Real visitor expenditure
(right scale)

If Hawaii were Amazon and visitor days were web site visits, rising 

while revenues didn’t for thirty years, this would be a huge problem

Total visitor days
(left scale)

$18.0 bil $17.8 bil

After this moment in the late-1980s, 

Hawaii tourism’s social costs kept 

rising but its social benefits did not

Sources: Hawaii Visitors Bureau, Hawaii Tourism Authority, Hawaii DBEDT (http://files.hawaii.gov/dbedt/economic/databook/Data_Book_time_series/sec07update.xls Table 7.28, 

http://files.hawaii.gov/dbedt/visitor/tourism/2018/Dec18.xls), Bank of Hawaii (author’s records), and U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (https://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/surveymost?r9); all calculations by TZ Economics. 

http://files.hawaii.gov/dbedt/economic/databook/Data_Book_time_series/sec07update.xls
http://files.hawaii.gov/dbedt/visitor/tourism/2018/Dec18.xls
https://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/surveymost?r9
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Annual Oahu visitor arrivals trended downward for 20 years following 

the “Japan Bubble” and then exploded during after 2009, rising 50%

Thousands, log scale
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Sources: Hawaii Visitors Bureau, Hawaii Tourism Authority, Hawaii DBEDT (http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/economic/mei/), compiled from monthly data, and trend regression estimated, by TZ Economics. 
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http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/economic/mei/
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Million 2018$, s.a. (logs)
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Oahu real visitor expenditure unchanged since 2012:  higher U.S. 

interest rates  strong U.S. dollar, rising room rates shorten stays

Source: Hawaii Tourism Authority, Hawaii DBEDT (http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/economic/mei/), U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis; 

(https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/CPIAUCSL) data through March 2019; seasonal adjustment and deflation by TZ Economics

Real tourism receipts (left scale)

Visitor arrivals (right scale)

http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/economic/mei/
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/CPIAUCSL
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Back to the future:  Hawaii GDP and major exportable sector shares; 

over the half century tourism waxed and waned, military settled 
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Source:  BEA (http://bea.gov/regional/index.htm); 2013 tourism estimates use a rule of thumb approximating in James Mak, 2005.  “Tourism demand and output in the U.S. Tourism Satellite Accounts: 1998-2003,” Journal of 

Travel Research, 44 (1), pp. 4-5, and Eugene Tian, James Mak, and PingSun Leung, “The direct and indirect contributions of tourism to regional GDP:  Hawaii,“ UHERO Working Paper No. 2011-5 (July 28, 2011) 

(http://www.uhero.hawaii.edu/assets/WP_2011-5.pdf)   

http://bea.gov/regional/index.htm
http://www.uhero.hawaii.edu/assets/WP_2011-5.pdf
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One reason why Oahu’s lodging industry supports limits on capacity:

market power—global lodging services-provider brands an oligopoly
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Until 1980s, capacity largely unconstrained; since 1990s, NIMBYs, people 

hating on timeshare and Undocumented Vacation Rentals (innovation)
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Sources: Hawaii Visitors Bureau, Hawaii DBEDT, Hawaii Tourism Authority (http://www.hawaiitourismauthority.org/research/reports/visitor-plant-inventory/) 

http://www.hawaiitourismauthority.org/research/reports/visitor-plant-inventory/
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Two distinct markets, Oahu (esp. Waiks) reliant on urban agglomeration, 

Neighbor Isles on spatially dispersed, resort conurbations (max traffic)
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http://www.hawaiitourismauthority.org/research/reports/visitor-plant-inventory/
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In Golden Age of the S.S. Lurline there were 1-2 persons per lodging 

unit; today there are 3 (same as average Hawaii household size)
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Sources: Hawaii Visitors Bureau, Hawaii DBEDT, Hawaii Tourism Authority (http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/economic/mei/, http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/visitor/visitor-plant/), Robert C. Schmitt (1977) Historical Statistics of Hawaii, UH 

Press, author’s records;  calculated by TZE as total visitor days divided by visitor plant inventory total lagged one year, divided by 365.25

http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/economic/mei/
http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/visitor/visitor-plant/
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Thousand 2018 dollars per visitor (log scale)
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Long-term decline in constant-dollar expenditure/tourist:  shorter 

stays, more repeats, productivity growth (just like computers)
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Sources: Hawaii Visitors Bureau, Hawaii Tourism Authority, Hawaii DBEDT (http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/economic/mei/),  Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/CPIAUCSL) , Robert C. Schmitt (1977) 

Historical Statistics of Hawaii, UH Press, author’s records; deflation by TZE

$5,699 (1952)

http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/economic/mei/
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/CPIAUCSL
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Monthly, thousand 2018$, s.a. (log scale)
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Real Oahu expenditure per visitor down from $1,550 to $1,400 (2018 

dollars), as average stay length dropped and U.S. dollar appreciated

Sources: Monthly data through March 2019 from Hawaii Tourism Authority, Hawaii DBEDT (http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/economic/mei/), U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, 

(https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/CPIAUCSListics); seasonal adjustment, deflation by TZ Economics
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http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/economic/mei/
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/CPIAUCSListics
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Protectionism for Hawaii hotels (capacity constraints) boosted lodging 

receipts relative to non-lodging tourism export receipts since the 1980s
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Hotel rentals (GET base) (left scale)

Visitor expenditure less hotel rentals 

(right scale)

Sources: Hawaii Visitors Bureau, Hawaii Tourism Authority, Hawaii DBEDT (http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/economic/mei/, http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/economic/datawarehouse/),  Hawaii Department of Taxation 

(http://tax.hawaii.gov/stats/a5_3txcolrpt/), U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (https://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/surveymost?r9); deflation by TZ Economics

Oahu hotel rentals (left scale)

http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/economic/mei/
http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/economic/datawarehouse/
http://tax.hawaii.gov/stats/a5_3txcolrpt/
https://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/surveymost?r9
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Spatial distribution of 993 Kailua, Oahu rentals on Airbnb and HomeAway, 

May 19, 2019 (makai skew suggests less foregone housing affordability)

Source: AIRDNA (https://www.airdna.co/vacation-rental-data/app/us/hawaii/kailua/overview); U.S. Census estimates (July 2018):  38,635 persons, 12,771 households averaging 2.96 persons per household, 84.5 percent l iving 

in the same house one year earlier, 49.1 percent had at least bachelor’s degrees, mean household income of $114,381 (2013-2017, in 2017 dollars), in 7.76 square miles, with 29.7 minute mean commute times 

https://www.airdna.co/vacation-rental-data/app/us/hawaii/kailua/overview
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Failure of tourism “no growth” advocacy:  making residents worse-off
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Accounting for risk in tourism Hawaii performance measurement:  

advocates of “no growth” forget that volatility does not simply vanish

▪ Fashionable for people (who keep making babies as if to underscore their hypocrisy) to advocate 

“no growth” of tourism as public policy, explicit effort to deny others economic opportunity

▪ Hawaii tourism’s high growth era:  first three decades following World War II—Honolulu County 

real per capita personal income peaked in 1974 at a premium 40 percent higher than the U.S. 

average, following one-quarter century of explosive tourism growth fueled by commercial 

passenger aviation (jet aircraft), housing and lodging development (7,000 new housing units 

authorized by building permit/annum on Oahu, 1974-1989, vs. 2,500 in 2010s, lowest since WW2)

▪ Political backlash—Waikiki hotel room count cap (1970s):  Oahu visitor plant inventory including

vacation rentals has never exceeded all-time high in 1986 (39,000) through 2017 (38,500)*

▪ No more rooms, no more growth:  Honolulu per capita personal income today is scarcely 10 

percent higher than U.S. average following three decades of real tourism receipts not growing 

(while visitor arrivals rose 50 percent)—“more visitors, not more dollars” (after inflation-adjustment)

▪ Problem:  no growth does not diminish risk exposure—volatility does not subside if growth does

*Table 1, page 16, Hawaii DBEDT, Hawaii Visitor Plant Inventory (2017) (http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/visitor/visitor-plant/) 

http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/visitor/visitor-plant/
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Following 30 post-war years of Hawaii tourism growth, Oahu real per 

capita income was much higher than the national average in the 1970s

Thousand 2018 dollars, log scale
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Sources: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis (https://www.bea.gov/data/income-saving/personal-income-county-metro-and-other-areas), Bureau of Labor Statistics (https://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/surveymost?r9), deflation using 

consumer price indexes and nonlinear interval regressions, 1969-1982, 1982-1996, 1996-2013, by TZ Economics
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https://www.bea.gov/data/income-saving/personal-income-county-metro-and-other-areas
https://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/surveymost?r9
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The Bottom Line

▪ Local politicians love to talk about how “we need to diversify Hawaii’s economy,” as if they are 

Gods who with a tax credit here or there for campaign contributors can engineer economic 

outcomes (THINK:  “hubris”):  Jack Burns said it, so they repeat it like parrots

▪ In fact, diversification is a portfolio management strategy to mitigate risk exposure by combining 

assets which co-vary negatively, reducing overall portfolio variance or volatility notwithstanding the 

volatilities of individual assets comprising the portfolio—a means to an objective, not an end

▪ Small, open economies specialize and export in their comparative advantage—in Hawaii’s case, 

its natural resource and cultural endowment, exporting tourism—their abilities to engineer 

economic outcomes are more limited than believed (hubris); in tourism, less is not more

▪ Hawaii traded away economic growth for volatility:  during the high tourism growth years 1950-

1974, real visitor expenditures—exports—grew at an annualized rate of 15 percent, with 8.5 

percent (unconditional) volatility; during the last three decades1989-2018, real visitor expenditures 

grew 0.0 percent per annum with 8.4 percent volatility—what a bargain (no return, same volatility)
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No growth in real tourism receipts for 30 years—only bucks-for-lolos

think that this was a good idea (“more visitors, not more dollars”)

▪ Neo-Luddite denialism:  initiatives to roll back ridesharing and homesharing (Prohibition déjà vu) 

▪ Trending in 2000s:  “sustainable tourism [a.k.a. no growth]”—proof of Robert Solow’s adage about 

sustainability, “the less you know about it, the better it sounds.”*

▪ Trending in 2010s:  hosting apps lowered barriers to entry in lodging, enabling individual homeowners’ 

market access (supply-side); apps also lowered search and matching costs for tourists (demand side) 

whose heterogeneous travel preferences led them to seek out individualistic travel experiences and 

eschew oligopolistic resort ghettos designed to concentrate market power of global lodging brands

▪ Predictably, advocates of NIMBY form political coalitions with global brands to deny market access to 

vacation rentals (protectionism) to “preserve the character of neighborhoods” (keep out da haoles)

▪ Jurisdictions didn’t establish boundaries, guardrails, “pathways to citizenship,” with credible enforcement

▪ My idea:  cap-and-trade allocation system for revocable, fixed-interval, variable (e.g. time-of-year), 

tradeable permits to operate small-scale vacation rentals integrated into communities as mechanism for 

authentic cultural experiences, spatial dispersion of economic net benefits, combined with pricing 

mechanisms (public-access natural resource recreational user fees, e-tolling roadways/congestion, etc.)

*Nobel Laureate Robert M. Solow (June 14, 1991), Sustainability:  An Economist’s Perspective, Woods Hole, Massachussets (http://www.owlnet.rice.edu/~econ480/notes/sustainability.pdf) 

http://www.owlnet.rice.edu/~econ480/notes/sustainability.pdf
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